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the incident happened last wednesday, and the arrest report states that the driver of the ups truck was a single white male, working for ups in the wichita area. a photo of the driver was released by the wichita police department. the incident happened last wednesday, and the arrest
report states that the driver of the ups truck was a single white male, working for ups in the wichita area. the photo above was released by the wichita police department. pedestrians and cyclists are the majority of the victims of hit-and-runs in new york city, according to the mayor?s
vision zero initiative, which aims to eliminate traffic deaths and serious injuries by 2024. almost every day, a pedestrian or cyclist is hit by a driver, sometimes intentionally, and sometimes through no fault of their own. and the nypd cannot keep up with this epidemic, so we have to do
it ourselves. every time there is a hit-and-run, it creates a barrier to re-engagement between police and communities. if communities know that police are not following up on every lead, they will disengage from the police and their neighborhoods will become even more dangerous,?

said mayor de blasio. while the nypd has arrested more than 1,300 hit-and-run drivers, only a small number of them were charged for striking pedestrians, bicyclists and the like. mayor de blasio and police commissioner bill bratton are committed to eliminating hit-and-runs in new york
city by creating a safer and more hospitable environment for all road users. this initiative includes a sizable increase in the number of nypd officers patrolling our streets and bridges, installing cameras on manhattan street corners, partnering with the nypd in the stop and frisk

program, hiring more social workers and increasing public awareness of the dangers of traffic violence.
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it ourselves. every time there is a hit-and-run, it creates a barrier to re-engagement between police and communities. if communities know that police are not following up on every lead, they will disengage from the police and their neighborhoods will become even more dangerous,?

said mayor de blasio. while the nypd has arrested more than 1,300 hit-and-run drivers, only a small number of them were charged for striking pedestrians, bicyclists and the like. mayor de blasio and police commissioner bill bratton are committed to eliminating hit-and-runs in new york
city by creating a safer and more hospitable environment for all road users. this initiative includes a sizable increase in the number of nypd officers patrolling our streets and bridges, installing cameras on manhattan street corners, partnering with the nypd in the stop and frisk
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